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Abstract 

Purpose: Predicting response to intravitreal therapy in DME has become a 

challenging task. Individual studies have shown that HRS could be a reliable 

biomarker. This systematic review aimed to determine if there was a quantitative 

reduction in hyperreflective spots (HRS) following intravitreal therapy in diabetic 

macular edema (DME), if the type of intravitreal therapy (anti-VEGF versus steroid) 

had differential effects on quantitative HRS change and finally, if HRS at the start of 

therapy was associated with improvement in visual acuity (VA) or reduction in 

central macular thickness (CMT). We also aimed at bringing out the lacunae in the 

existing literature on HRS in DME and propose goals for future studies.  

Methods: PubMed/MEDLINE, Scopus, ProQuest, CINAHL, Wiley online and Web 

of Science were searched based on MOOSE guidelines for non-randomized studies 

evaluating HRS as a biomarker in DME (between 1st January 2011 and 1st July 2020). 

Publication bias was analyzed using Begg and Mazumdar rank correlation test and 

funnel plots. Heterogeneity was assessed using the I2 statistic. Meta-analysis was done 

using a random-effects model. 

Results: A total of 1168 eyes from 19 studies were eligible for inclusion. Pooled 

standardized mean differences showed that intravitreal therapy was associated with a 

reduction in quantitative HRS (z=-6.3, CI95%=-1.09 to -0.55, p<0.0001). Extreme 

between-study heterogeneity was observed (I2=93.2%) with significant publication 

bias. There was no difference in outcomes between anti-VEGF and steroid therapies 

(p=0.23). No definite conclusions could be drawn regarding the predictive value of 

HRS in determining the final VA and CMT.  

Conclusion: This review could conclude that there is a definite reduction in 

quantitative HRS following either form of intravitreal therapy. Our conclusion about 
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the role of HRS in predicting visual outcome and CMT change was limited by the 

number of analyzable studies owing to the wide variation in the study designs, 

methods and reporting.  
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Introduction 

Intravitreal anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (anti-VEGF) therapy has emerged 

as the first-line treatment for diabetic macular edema (DME) in the last decade after 

the landmark RISE/RIDE trials and Diabetic Retinopathy Clinical Research Network 

(DRCR.net) studies demonstrated a significant visual acuity (VA) improvement in as 

many as 60% of the eyes treated with these injections.1,2 However, as much as 50% of 

the eyes in protocols I and T of  DRCR.net did not respond adequately to these 

injections.3,4 Intravitreal steroids in the form of dexamethasone implants are being 

used in such patients not responding to anti-VEGF injections.5,6 The rationale behind 

using steroids stems from the assumption that inflammation plays a significant role in 

some eyes with DME.7,8 However, a small subset of patients can show suboptimal 

response to dexamethasone implants as well.9 In a real-life scenario, predicting which 

patient will or will not respond to intravitreal treatment has become a challenging task. 

Hence, a lot of research is being done to understand what factors at baseline predict 

functional and morphological responses to these injections and which sub-groups of 

patients benefit from intravitreal steroids/ anti-VGEF injections. 

A number of biomarkers are being evaluated on optical coherence tomography (OCT) 

scans to predict responses like neurosensory detachment (NSD),10,11 hyperreflective 

spots (HRS),12 ellipsoid zone (EZ) line integrity, cystoid macular edema (CME)10 and 

disorganization of retinal inner layers (DRIL).13 HRS are small, dot-like lesions that 

are of equal or higher reflectivity than the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) / nerve 

fiber layer with absent back shadowing on OCT.14-17 Several theories have been 

postulated to explain the pathogenesis of these spots but their exact nature is still 

unclear. These spots are thought to be extravasated lipoproteins (precursors of hard 

exudates),18 inflammatory cells (leucocytes, activated microglia),19,20 migrated RPE 
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cells21 or photoreceptor fragments.22 Significant research is underway to understand 

the predictive value of this biomarker in determining the final VA, reduction in 

central macular thickness (CMT), recurrence patterns and duration of action of 

intravitreal implants.14,15,22-26  

The majority of the current literature on HRS in DME consists of small 

retrospective/prospective cohort studies. Though some studies have shown conflicting 

results, it seems promising that HRS could be used as a reliable marker of disease 

burden and response to therapy in DME. Hence, we tried to synthesize the available 

information on HRS to (1) investigate if there was a reduction in quantitative HRS 

following intravitreal therapy (2) determine if the type of intravitreal therapy (anti-

VEGF vs. steroid) had differential effects on quantitative HRS change, and finally (3) 

if change in post-treatment quantitative HRS/ baseline HRS counts were associated 

with improvement in VA or reduction in CMT. Finally, we would like to draw 

attention to the lacunae in the existing literature on HRS in DME and suggest goals 

for future studies so that the true potential of this biomarker can be understood. 

Methods 

We conducted this systematic review in accordance with Meta-Analyses and 

Systematic Reviews of Observational Studies (MOOSE) guidelines.27 Institutional 

review board exemption was obtained. The protocol has been registered in the 

International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO) 

(CRD42020186820).  

Selection criteria 

This review included all articles that described HRS as an outcome predictor after 

intravitreal therapy in DME from peer reviewed journals published in the electronic 

databases (between 1stJanuary 2011 and 1st July 2020).  
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We excluded studies: (1) not available in English, (2) published in books or grey 

literature, conference abstracts, review, comments, letter to editor, case series (<5 

subjects) (3) with insufficient quality (4) where the results of DME were combined 

with other causes of macular edema like vein occlusion (5) where additional 

interventions were done during the study period like laser, vitrectomy, etc. (6) 

performed in non-human subjects (7) where time domain OCT machines were used. 

 

Search Strategy 

The following databases were searched: PubMed/MEDLINE, Scopus, ProQuest, 

CINAHL, Wiley online and Web of Science. PICO (participants, intervention, and 

comparison and outcomes) format search strategy was used to search the databases 

mentioned. 

Key words used included: DMO, DME, diabetic retinopathy, DR, macular edema,  

macular odema, bevacizumab, anti-VEGF, ranibizumab, antivascular endothelial 

growth factor, BVZ, dexamethasone implant, steroid, intravitreal, intra-vitreal, 

injection, avastin, lucentis, accentrix, aflibercept, eyelea, ozurdex, triamcinolone 

acetonide, IVTA, steroid, conbercept, optical coherence tomography, SD-OCT, OCT, 

hyperreflective, hyper-reflective, hyper reflective, spots, foci, dots, material, points, 

aggregates, particles, clumps, elements, HRF, HS, HRS, HF, HRD, inflammatory 

biomarkers, prognostic markers, central macular thickness, CMT, CST, macular 

volume, foveal thickness, FT, best corrected visual acuity, VA, BCVA, outcomes. 

The full search strategy for MEDLINE using keywords is detailed in Appendix 1. 
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All titles and abstracts were pooled to a reference management database and 

duplicates removed. All titles and abstracts were independently screened by two 

board certified vitreo-retinal surgeons (PG and NCK) and full text copies of all 

potentially relevant papers were retrieved. Any conflict was resolved by mutual 

discussion. The reference list of each selected article was reviewed to ensure no 

relevant article was overlooked. 

 

Data extraction 

Data from the final full-text articles was extracted by PG and was verified by NCK. 

Any conflicts were resolved by mutual discussion. The following data was extracted: 

(1) title, main author and publication year, (2) study design and sample size, (3) 

participant data, (4) intravitreal drug, (5) age, (6) gender distribution, (7) OCT 

machine used, (8) VA, (9) confounding factors (10) follow-up (11) area of the OCT 

scan over which HRS were analyzed, (12) HRS count before and after treatment, (13) 

association (i.e, correlation/ regression) between HRS, VA and CMT. 

 

Assessment of methodological quality and risk of bias 

The quality and risk of bias of the articles included in full-text review was assessed by 

PG and SK using the National Institute of health (NIH) Study Quality Assessment 

Tool.28 Questions with answer ‘yes’ were scored as 1 and answer ‘no’ / ‘cannot 

determined’ / ‘not reported’ as 0. Any conflict was resolved by mutual discussion. 

Total score for each study = (the total number of questions with ‘yes’ as an answer / 

the total number of questions) x 100 (Note: If the answer to a question was ‘not 

applicable’, the question was excluded from both the numerator and the denominator). 
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Studies were graded as high quality (80-100%), moderate quality (60-80%) and low 

quality (<60%). 

 

Statistical Analysis 

Meta-analysis 

For the purposes of completion of this systematic review, we performed a random-

effects meta-analysis, whilst being aware of the need to explore possible 

heterogeneity of result-reporting in the various studies, as the topic is not thoroughly 

investigated as yet and also considering that fact that these studies may not all be 

randomized controlled trials or studies that bag Level-II evidence or higher. All the 

outcomes of interest (i.e. quantitative HRS reduction, difference in quantitative HRS 

reduction between steroid and anti-VEGF therapy, and post-treatment change in VA) 

were continuous variables. After integrating and synthesizing effect sizes from 

different studies, the variance of combined true effect sizes among the studies were 

estimated using Hedge’s g for all outcomes (with 95% CI). Random-effects model 

was used to account for heterogeneity between studies. Proportion of the variability 

that was due to heterogeneity was estimated using I2 statistics. Prediction interval (PI) 

of the combined effect size was estimated. Sub-group analysis was performed using 

ANOVA of sum of squares.29  

Pre/post-treatment HRS counts (mean±SD) were parsed for meta-analysis to the test 

effect of intravitreal injections, following which a subgroup analysis was performed 

to differentiate outcomes of anti-VEGF and steroid sub-groups. Mean and SD of 

change scores of VA pre and post-treatment were parsed. We used imputation method 

to estimate SD of change scores when not explicitly reported by authors. 
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Publication bias was analyzed using Begg and Mazumdar rank correlation test (Δx-y, 

Kendall Tau a, PI limits and CI limits) and funnel plots. 

Results 

Included studies 

Figure 1 shows the flow diagram to summarize inclusion of relevant studies. 

Quality of the studies 

Nineteen studies were identified (thirteen were retrospective cohort studies,12,15-

17,24,26,30-36 three were prospective cohort studies,37,38,41 two were case series14,39 and 

one was a case-control study40). The quality score of the studies is shown in Table 1. 

Baseline characteristics (Table 1) 

A total of 1168 eyes of 942 patients (mean age: 64.3±4.9 years, males: 59.4%) were 

analyzed for HRS from the above 19 studies. Eight studies evaluated the response to 

anti-VEGF injections [intravitreal ranibizumab (IVR), intravitreal bevacizumab (IVB), 

and Conbercept],16,24,30-32,35,36,40 11 studies to dexamethasone implant12,14,26,32-34,36-39,41 

and 2 studies to the sequential use of anti-VEGF and dexamethasone.15,17 The model 

of spectral domain OCT used, varied among the studies: 14 used SpectralisOCT™ 

(Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany),12,14-17,24,26,30-32,34,35,38,39 3 used Cirrus 

HD-OCT™ (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA),33,37,41 1 each Retina scan™ (RS-

3000 advance; Nidek)40 and DRI-SSOCT Triton plus™ (Topcon Medical Systems 

Europe, Milano, Italy).36 The measurement of HRS was done over different area sizes 

in the macula (12 studies used 3000µm area,12,14-17,26,32-34,36,38,41 4 studies used 

1000µm area,24,30,35,39 2 studies used 1500µm area31,37 and 1 study used area between 

500-1500µm from the center of the fovea).40 
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Change in quantitative HRS with intravitreal therapy (Table 2) 

Studies where HRS counts (mean±SD) were available before and after treatment were 

included in this analysis. There were a total of 12 studies. Quantitative HRS change 

with anti-VEGF and dexamethasone injections was reported in seven studies each. 

 

All 7 studies where intravitreal anti-VEGF injections were used16,17,30-32,35,40 and 6 out 

of the 7 studies where dexamethasone was used17,26,32,34,37,39 reported a decrease in 

quantitative HRS. In the subgroup of patients whose macular edema did not respond 

to dexamethasone or IVB, there was no significant HRS reduction.17 

Layer-wise analysis of HRS was done in 6 studies. However, the definition of inner 

and outer retinal layers was variable across the studies. Inner retina (IR) was defined 

as extending from internal limiting membrane (ILM) to outer nuclear layer (ONL) in 

3 studies,17,31,35 ILM to inner nuclear layer (INL) in 1 study26 and as INL in 1 study.16 

Similarly, outer retina (OR) was defined as extending from external limiting 

membrane (ELM) to RPE in 2 studies,17,31 ELM to photoreceptors in 1 study35 and 

ELM to outer plexiform layer (OPL) in 2 studies.16,26 One study analyzed HRS in 

three layers i.e., ILM to inner plexiform layer (IPL), INL to OPL and ONL.40  

 

HRS change in steroid versus anti-VEGF treated eyes (Table 2 and Figure 2A) 

Two studies compared the change in HRS counts between these two classes of drugs, 

in treatment naive eyes.32,36 Vujosevic et al32 showed a greater reduction in HRS in 

dexamethasone treated eyes (n=15) versus IVR treated eyes (n=18) (24.7% versus 

8.0%, p = 0.03) when all baseline parameters were matched. In another study by the 

same author, the decrease in HRS was not found to be different between the two 

treatment groups (p=0.135).36 However, note that in this study, the baseline HRS 
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counts were significantly higher in the dexamethasone group compared to the IVR 

group (p=0.003). Hwang et al17 noted that baseline HRS numbers were higher in eyes 

that did not respond to IVB. When such eyes were treated with dexamethasone 

implant, a significant reduction in HRS was noted. 

 

Baseline HRS and Change in VA (Table 3 and Figure 2B) 

A total of 14 studies were analyzed. Five studies made a qualitative reporting of HRS 

as present or absent at baseline12,14,24,38,41 while in the rest a quantitative assessment of 

HRS was done. Of these, 3 studies had categorized the patients into those with HRS 

<10-15 and those with HRS >10-15 on baseline scans.15,33,39 In the rest 6 studies, 

baseline HRS counts were correlated with final VA using regression/correlation 

statistics.16,30,31,35,37,40  

Three studies showed that higher HRS counts at baseline were associated with worse 

final VA.31,35,38 Five studies showed no correlation between baseline HRS counts and 

final VA.15,16,33,39,40 In a study by Cavalleri et al,15 dexamethasone therapy resulted in 

a greater gain in VA in eyes with high baseline HRS counts compared to IVB. 

Bonfiglio et al14 and Yoshitake et al24 compared eyes with and without HRS at 

baseline and showed a greater gain in VA following dexamethasone and anti-VEGF 

injections respectively in eyes with HRS. Zur et al12 reported a greater gain in eyes 

without HRS at baseline12 and Menezo et al41 showed no association between gain in 

VA and the presence of HRS at baseline. 

 

Baseline HRS and CMT change (Table 3) 

A total of 10 studies were included for this analysis. In 3 studies, the patients were 

grouped as those with or without HRS at baseline.14,24,41 Bonfiglio et al14 and 
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Yoshitake et al24 reported greater reduction in CMT in eyes with HRS compared to 

those without.  Menezo et al41 found no association between the two parameters. Two 

studies which evaluated the association between a decrease in HRS and change in 

CMT showed contrasting results, with Liu et al35 reporting a significant correlation 

between the reduction in inner and total retinal HRS and the decrease in CMT at 3 

months (r=0.422, p=0.032 and r=0.429, p=0.029 respectively) and Framme et al30 

reporting no significant association between the two variables at the end of 1 month. 

Vujosevic et al32 showed greater CMT reduction in eyes with more HRS (>87) at 

baseline than those with less HRS (<87) (ρ=-0.28, p=not reported). Schreur et al16 

reported that the number of HRS at baseline was independently associated with a 

decrease in CMT (βstandardized=-2.61, p=0.006).  On the contrary, Fonollosa et al33 

found that the CMT reduction was not significantly different between groups with 

scare (<10) or abundant (>21) HRS. Finally, Kang et al31 and Vujosevic et al40 found 

no significant correlation between the baseline HRS counts and the final retinal 

thickness.  

Meta-analysis 

Meta-analysis on 12 studies to analyze the quantitative HRS change following 

intravitreal therapy (figure 2A), showed high heterogeneity in the studies (I2 = 

93.16%). Funnel plot showed an asymmetry in distribution and significant publication 

bias (Δ= -100; Kendell’s Tau a= -0.526, CI95%= -0.47 to -0.36, PI= -1.57 to 0.73, 

p=0.001). There was no significant difference between dexamethasone (Hedges’g = -

1.0, CI95% = -1.42 to -0.57) and anti-VEGF groups (Hedges’g= -0.69, CI95%= -0.99 to 

-0.38) in terms of HRS reduction (Q*=1.4, df=1, p=0.23). 
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Due to the heterogeneity in defining the layers, layer-wise changes were not analyzed 

in meta-analysis. To analyze the association between HRS and VA, we performed a 

meta-analysis on three studies (figure 2B).12,14,41 Presence/absence of HRS at the start 

of the therapy was not associated with improved VA at the end of treatment (Hedges’ 

g= 0.237, CI95%= -1.39 to 1.87, I2=84%, p=0.5) (Figure 2B).  

 We could not perform a meta-analysis to see the effect of HRS on CMT reduction 

due to wide heterogeneity in the way the data was reported.  

 

Discussion 

In this review, we found that there is a definite reduction in HRS counts following 

intravitreal therapy with no significant difference between anti-VEGF and steroid 

groups. The role of HRS in predicting visual outcome and CMT change was limited 

by the number of analyzable studies owing to the wide variation in the study designs, 

methods and reporting.  

 

OCT as an investigating modality has revolutionized the treatment of DME. So far, 

the response to therapy was being predicted based on the type of edema with centre-

involving CME having the worst prognosis owing to the permanent structural damage 

to the neural elements in the fovea. However, recent research has identified additional 

biomarkers like NSD, HRS, EZ loss, ELM loss and DRIL to estimate the severity of 

the edema, decide the type of intravitreal drug to be used or predict functional and 

anatomical responses to intravitreal therapy.10-14 

 

Various theories have been proposed regarding the exact nature of HRS.18-22 Of these, 

the hard exudate and inflammatory theories are most popular in DME. Cusick et al 
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using immunochemistry found apolipoprotein-B deposits corresponding to the HRS in 

OCT sections.43 Intravitreal dexamethasone is a potent anti-inflammatory agent. Anti-

VEGF injections, although not as potent as steroids in their anti-inflammatory action, 

have been shown to have anti-activated microglial activity in addition to 

antiangiogenic property.44 The reduction or disappearance of HRS within 3 months of 

starting intravitreal therapy as seen in most studies of this review is a strong pointer 

towards their inflammatory origin. It may be hard to explain such rapid regression of 

well-formed hard exudates but at this stage the behavioral dynamics of the precursors 

of hard exudates (HRS) are still unknown.  

 

The results of the meta-analysis did not show a significant effect of baseline HRS on 

the change in visual acuity. However, eyes with treatment naive DME15,16,30-32,35,37,40  

as against those with refractory DME14,38,39 showed a positive correlation between 

HRS with VA gain (5/8 studies versus 0/3 studies) and CMT reduction (7/8 studies 

versus 1/3 studies). Also, eyes where HRS was associated with NSD at baseline 

responded better and showed a positive correlation between HRS and VA 

improvement and CMT reduction with in first 2-3 months.14,31,36,40 Based on the 

above observations, we can hypothesize that inflammation plays a dominant role in 

treatment naive eyes or eyes with NSD when they present with HRS as evidenced by 

their prompt response to intravitreal injections.  

 

The limitations of the studies included in this review are: retrospective design of most 

of these studies; small sample sizes in most; lack of uniformity in HRS evaluation as 

an outcome (variable macular areas over which HRS was analyzed, manual versus 

automated counting, variability in the definition of IR, OR and TR and masking of 
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investigators); short duration of follow up; lack of adjustment for confounders like 

[blood lipid and sugar levels,45,46 type of macular edema (CME, DRT, SRD)], lack of 

uniformity in reporting the statistics and outcomes and significant publication bias. 

Also, there has been a lack of uniform definition of HRS in these studies. Framme et 

al21 described them as "hyperreflective foci of round or oval shape and of different 

sizes." Vujosevic et al40 described HRS as "small, punctiform discrete white lesions" 

with no reference to the exact size or reflectivity. Fonollosa et al33 cited de Benedetto 

et al18, who stated "small, round- or oval-shaped, well-circumscribed particles (no 

bigger than 40 μm in diameter), with higher reflectivity than the background." 

Yoshitake et al24 considered "round or oval particles seen on the OCT images and 

corresponded to hard exudates in the fundus photographs" as HRS. Cavalleri et al15 

considered the following morphologic characteristics to define HRS: reflectivity 

similar to that of nerve fiber layer; absence of back-shadowing; <30 μm diameter. No 

definition of the HRS were provided by Zur et al12, Chatziralli et al38, or Kang et al31. 

There is a need to standardize a number of factors before we understand these lesions. 

Hence, we recommend a stage-wise approach to understand the exact nature and role 

of this biomarker in DME. (Table 4)  

 

In conclusion, HRS as a biomarker has been shown to be very promising in predicting 

therapeutic response to intravitreal treatment in DME in the individual studies. This 

review could conclude that there is a definite reduction in quantitative HRS following 

either form of intravitreal therapy. But, owing to the high heterogeneity in reporting, 

this meta-analysis could not summarize the predictive value of HRS in determining 

the VA and CMT outcomes.  
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Figure Legends 
 
Figure 1: Flow diagram to summarize inclusion of relevant studies 

 

Figure 2: A) Forest plot showing the change in quantitative HRS following 

intravitreal injection.  There were a total of 12 studies among which there were 20 

effect sizes to be analyzed. The box and whisker plot for individual studies represent 

the effect size (Hedges’ g) and 95% confidence intervals (CI95%). Subgroup analysis 

for dexamethasone and anti-VEGF groups are summarized within the plot. The 

overall effect size is represented by the polygon. B) Forest plot showing the 

association between HRS at baseline and change in VA. [*G=Hedges’ g; LCL=lower 

confidence limit; UCL=upper confidence limit; WGHT=weight of the study; dotted 

vertical line=overall effect size; I2=heterogeneity of the studies; within 

parenthesis=therapeutic group; VEGF=vascular endothelial growth factor; 

DEX=dexamethasone; DRT=diffuse retinal thickening; CME=cystoid macular 

edema; SRD=serous retinal detachment; R=responder; NR=non-responder; ER=early 

recurrence; LR=late recurrence] 
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Appendix 1 

Complete search strategy for PubMed (searched on 4th July 2020)
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Table 1:  Baseline characteristics of the studies and participants included in the systematic review 

Author (year) Study design Study population *Eyes 
Mean 

age  
(years) 

*Follow up  
(months) 

Macular area 
analyzed 

(μm) 
Intervention Study 

quality 

Framme et al (2012)30 Retrospective 
cohort 

DME (previously no anti-
VEGF) 

51 67 1 1000 IVR=30, IVB=21 Moderate 

Vujosevic et al (2016)40 Prospective 
case control 

Treatment naive DME 40 63.0 6 500-1500 IVR High 

Kang et al (2016)31 Retrospective 
cohort 

Treatment naive DME 97 60.11 6.71±3.7 1500 IVB Moderate 

Vujosevic et al (2017)32 Retrospective 
cohort 

Treatment naive DME 49 66.0 Unclear 3000 DEX (23)/ IVR (26) Moderate 

Chatziralli et al (2017)38 Prospective 
cohort 

Refractory DME 54 69.2 12 3000 DEX Moderate 

Hwang et al (2017)17 Retrospective 
cohort 

Treatment naive DME 82 55.13 
3m post IVB/ 
1m post DEX 

3000 
3 IVB; if no response 

add DEX 
Moderate 

Zur et al (2018)12 Retrospective 
cohort 

Treatment naive and refractory 
DME 

299 64 4 3000 DEX High 

Schreur et al (2018)16 Retrospective 
cohort 

Treatment naive DME 54 67 3 3000 IVR High 

Hatz et al (2018)39 Case series Refractory DME 40 68.3 2 1000 DEX Moderate 

Bonfiglio et al (2019)14 

 Case series Refractory DME 44 69.7 6 3000 DEX High 

Fonollosa et al (2019)33 Retrospective 
cohort 

Naive or previously treated 
DME patients 

64 67.5 6 3000 DEX High 

Karttunen et al (2019)34 Retrospective 
cohort 

Refractory DME 24 65.6 2 3000 DEX Moderate 

Menezo et al ( 2019)41 Prospective 
cohort 

Treatment naive DME 50 66.4 12 3000 DEX Moderate 

Shulin Liu et al (2019)35 Retrospective 
cohort 

DME (previously no anti-
VEGF) 

26 53.9 3 1000 Conbercept High 

Kim et al (2019)26 Retrospective 
cohort 

Refractory DME 29 58.3 12 3000 DEX Moderate 
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Vujosevic et al (2020)36 Retrospective 
cohort 

Treatment naive DME 33 63.3 
3m post IVR/ 
2m post DEX 

3000 
DEX (15 eyes)/ IVR 

(18) 
Moderate 

Cavelleri et al (2020)15 Retrospective 
cohort 

Treatment naive DME 28 72.1 12 3000 
Loading dose of IVR 

followed by DEX 
Moderate 

Yoshitake et al (2020)24 Retrospective 
cohort 

DME (un-specified) 77 69 12 1000 IVR High 

Narnaware et al (2020)37 Prospective 
cohort 

Treatment naive and refractory 
DME 27 61.11 4 1500 DEX Low 

IVR = Intravitreal ranibizumab; IVB= Intravitreal bevacizumab; DEX = Dexamethasone implant; *= number of eyes with respect to HRS analysis; Refractory DME = Diabetic 
macular edema unresponsive to previous anti-VEGF injections, μm=micrometers, m=months 
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Table 2: Quantitative HRS Change Following Intravitreal Therapy 
Author (year) Drug (Number of 

eyes) 
HRS (Mean ± SD) 

Baseline After treatment P value 
Framme et al (2012)24 IVR (30); IVB (21) 16.02 ± 8.0 14.32 ± 8.46 0.000* 

Vujosevic et al (2016)35 IVR ILM-IPL 20.9 ± 6.1 18.4 ± 8.7 0.2993 
INL-OPL 16.2 ± 5.8 13.8 ± 5.8 0.1986 

ONL 4.8 ± 2.8 2.5 ± 3.2 0.02* 
Kang et al (2016)25 IVB DRT 

 
 

TR 16.97 ± 5.68 12.23 ± 4.93 <0.001* 
IR 12.33 ± 4.34 8.97 ± 3.77 <0.001* 

OR 4.63 ± 2.94 3.27 ± 3.03 0.01* 

CME TR 14.62 ± 4.45 11.15 ± 5.47 0.002* 
IR 10.21 ± 4.69 7.56 ± 3.81 0.004* 

OR 4.56 ± 2.08 3.71 ± 2.78 0.047* 
SRD TR 20.97 ± 5.93 12.82 ± 5.23 <0.001* 

IR 11.76 ± 3.66 8.93 ± 3.09 0.002* 
OR 7.33 ± 2.78 3.15 ± 2.83 <0.001* 

SRF 1.88 ± 2.04 0.73 ± 1.70 0.003* 
Vujosevic et al (2017)26 DEX (23); IVR(26) DEX 101.3 ± 16.4 68.8 ± 10.4 0.0001* 

IVR 80.6 ± 18.2 52.5 ± 14.1 0.0001* 
Hwang et al (2017)23 3 IVB; if no response 

add DEX 
IVB Responder TR 11.26 ± 3.64 8.72 ± 3.44  <0.001* 

IR 7.46 ± 2.74 6.22 ± 2.56 0.002* 
OR 3.59 ± 1.67 2.50 ± 1.52 <0.001* 

IVB non-responder TR 16.06 ± 6.60 17.00 ± 5.39 0.377 
IR 11.50 ± 4.95 12.36 ± 4.18 0.262 

OR 4.42 ± 2.13 4.58 ± 1.96 0.678 
DEX responder TR 20.78 ± 3.34 14.78 ± 3.92 <0.001* 

IR 15.33 ± 2.47 10.72 ± 3.34 <0.001* 
OR 5.38 ± 1.97 4.06 ± 1.92 <0.001* 

DEX non-responder TR 14.00 ± 3.85  13.00 ± 4.38 0.53 
IR 10 ± 3.52 8.67 ± 4.18 0.41 

OR 4 ± 1.55 4.17 ± 2.14 0.74 
Schreur et al (2018)22 IVR TR 14.8 ± 9.7 10.7 ± 6.5 0.002* 

IR 10.4 ± 7.3 7.9 ± 5.0 0.01* 
OR 4.5 ± 4.9 4.5 ± 4.9 0.013* 
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Hatz et al (2018)34 DEX 10.9 ± 7.9 9.1 ± 7.6 0.077 

Kim et al (2019)18 

 
DEX  

Early recurrence group 
TR 11.38 ± 3.07  7.19 ± 2.29 NA 
IR 5.44 ± 1.50 3.69 ± 1.14 <0.001* 

OR 5.94 ± 2.74 3.31 ± 2.15 <0.001* 
Late recurrence group TR 7.54 ± 3.60 4.69 ± 3.30 NA 

IR 4.08 ± 1.70 3.15 ± 1.57 0.027* 
OR 3.46 ± 2.30 1.31 ± 1.44 0.001* 

Karttunen et al (2019)28 DEX 67 ± 20  59 ± 22 0.04* 
Shulin Liu et al (2019)29 

 
 

Conbercept 
IR  5.39 ± 4.24 2.19 ± 2.00 (2m) 0.002* 

OR 5.15 ± 5.17 3.35 ± 4.40 (1m) <0.0001* 
SRF 0.88 ± 1.9 0.08 ± 0.27 (1m) 0.004* 

Vujosevic et al (2020)30
† DEX (15); IVR (18) DEX 85.5 ± 16.9 64.4 ± 11.5 0.0004* 

IVR 72.7 ± 15.7 66.9 ± 21.4 0.36 
Narnaware et al (2020)31 DEX 23.88 ± 10.31 7.04 ± 5.58 <0.0001* 

IVR = Intravitreal ranibizumab; IVB= Intravitreal bevacizumab; DEX = Dexamethasone implant; IR= Inner retina; OR= Outer retina; TR= Total retina; SRF= Subretinal fluid; 
ILM= Internal Limiting Membrane; INL= Inner Nuclear Layer; IPL= Inner Plexiform Layer; OPL= Outer Plexiform Layer; ONL= Outer Nuclear Layer; DRT= Diffuse Retinal 
Thickening; CME= Cystoid macular edema; SRD= Sub retinal detachment; *p<0.05, NA=Not available; †data obtained after contacting author 
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Table 3: Association between HRS and VA/ CMT 
Author (Year) Results 

Framme et al (2012)30 No correlation between the HRS reduction and the course of VA / decrease in CMT 
Vujosevic et al (2016)40 Weak correlation between the number of HRS and BCVA (r=-0.37) / CMT (Data not shown) 
Kang et al (2016)31 Positive association between baseline number of HRS in OR and final VA (LogMAR) in DRT (βstandardized =0.037; p=0.004) and CME groups 

(βstandardized =0.048; p=0.002) and between baseline number of HRS in IR and OR and final VA (LogMAR) in SRD group (βstandardized = 0.014, 
0.024 respectively; p<0.04) 
The final foveal thickness showed no association with the baseline HRS counts (p>0.2 in all three groups) 

Chatziralli et al (2017)38 Presence of HRS at baseline was associated with poorer visual outcomes (coefficient = - 6.02; CI 95%=- 10.12 to - 2.21; p<0.001) 
Zur et al (2018)12 Absence of HRS at baseline predicted increased odds to gain>10 letters after 4 months (OR=5.33; CI95%=1.81-15.72; p=0.002) and good clinical 

response at 4 months (absent vs. present HRS: OR=3.66; CI 95%=1.40-9.62; p=0.01) 
Schreur et al (2018)16 No effect of baseline number of HRS on change in VA (3m) (βstandardized=-0.002; CI 95%=-0.009-0.004; p=0.473) 

The number of HRS at baseline was independently associated with a decrease in CMT (3m) (p=0.006). 
Adequate responders had higher numbers of HRS at baseline than insufficient responders (21.6±9.5 versus 12.7±8.8; OR=1.106; CI95%=1.012–
1.210; p=0.030) 

Hatz et al (2018)39  HRS < 15 HRS > 15 P 
Change in VA 8.0±7.7 3.1±12.0 0.163 

Fonollosa et al (2019)33  HRS<10 HRS>21  
Change in VA 4.1 (0.3 to 7.9) 4.4 (1.3 to 7.5) 0.336 

Change in CMT -106.3 (59.8 to 152.7) - 94.2 (34.7 to 153.7) NA 
Cavelleri et al (2020)15  HRS<13 HRS>13  

IVR (VA) Baseline Final Baseline Final  
63.3±24.2 76.3±17.1 63.9±16.7 63.1±21.3 NA 

DEX (VA) 79±15.4 84.1±15 59.6±22.2 70.1±15.6 NA 
Bonfiglio et al (2019)14  HRS present at baseline HRS absent at baseline  

VA 52.3±6.4 55.2±8.4 51.4±8.9 51.8±8.0 NA 
CMT 607±69 493±123 569±94 510±125 NA 

Menezo et al (2019)41 

 
 HRS present at baseline HRS absent at baseline  

Change in VA 7.6±11.3 8.6±15.9 0.85 
Change in CMT -130.4 (142.6) -102.5 (143.9) 0.49 

Yoshitake et al (2020)24 

 
 HRS present at baseline HRS absent at baseline  

Change in VA (LogMAR) (6m) 0.140±0138 0.074±0.110 0.022* 
Change in VA (LogMAR) (12m) 0.179±0.150 0.048±0.124 <0.001* 

Change in CMT 171±138 110±86 0.028* 
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Shulin Liu et al (2019)35 Positive correlation between baseline number of HRS in OR and baseline VA (r=0.42; p=0.034) 
Positive correlation between baseline number of HRS in the IR, OR and SRD and final VA (r=0.571, p=0.002; r=0.464, p=0.017; r=0.405, p=0.04 
respectively). 
No correlation between HRS reduction in OR and TR and increase in VA (r=0.40, p=0.043 and r=0.393, p=0.04 respectively) 
Positive correlation between HRS reduction in IR and TR and decrease in CMT (r=0.422, p=0.032 and r=0.429, p=0.029 respectively). 

Narnaware et al(2020)37 Positive but not significant correlation between change in HRS and change in VA (LogMAR) (r=0.3343; p>0.05)  
Vujosevic et al (2017)32 Inverse correlation between HRS number at baseline and CMT change (q=-0.28, p=NA) 
 
All CMT values are measured in micrometers, VA measured in ETDRS letters unless specified; m=months; IVR = Intravitreal ranibizumab; DEX = Dexamethasone implant; 
IR= Inner retina; OR= Outer retina; TR= Total retina; DRT= Diffuse Retinal Thickening; CME= Cystoid macular edema; SRD= Sub retinal detachment; NA=Not available 
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Table 4: Lacunae in existing literature and goals for future studies 

Lacunae in existing 
literature 

Goals for future studies 

Uncertainty regarding the 
biological composition of 
HRS, its origin and 
natural history 

� Histopathological studies (immunohistochemistry/electron 
microscopy) on animal models of diabetic macular edema wherein 
OCT features are correlated with histological findings 

� Studies on the natural history of these lesions on OCT in human eyes 

Lack of standardization in 
the protocols used to 
evaluate these lesions on 
imaging 

� Standardization of image acquisition protocols to study HRS: 
• OCT images to be taken on spectral domain or swept source OCT 

devices with real-time eye tracking and automated follow-up 
scanning 

• Images to have a minimum signal strength of 80% and an axial 
resolution of 7μm or less 

� Standardization of the definition of HRS on OCT in terms of its size, 
site, reflectivity and backshadowing 

Lack of large-scale 
prospective clinical trials 
on the effect of 
intravitreal drugs on HRS 

� We recommend studies with the following characteristics: 
• Sample size: Studies will have to recruit at least ~68 eyes to test 

any two comparisons such as (1) treatment responsive vs 
unresponsive or (2) Dex vs antiVEGF, at an expected power of 
0.9, alpha of 0.05 and a large effect size of 0.8. 

 
 

 

• Patient population: DME patients with 
� Well controlled systemic parameters (HbA1c <7%, normal 

lipid profile and renal parameters) 
� No past history of panretinal photocoagulation or intravitreal 

therapy or intraocular surgery in the last 6 months 
� Macular ischemic index on FFA of ETDRS grade 2 or better 
� No vitreo-retinal interface abnormality 

• Standard methods of OCT acquisition to study HRS as discussed 
above 

• HRS counting done on standard softwares which can scale lesion 
size to magnification; HRS counted in the entire area of 3000μm 
from the fovea; blinding of investigators involved in data 
acquisition 

• Random allocation of interventional drug (steroids versus anti-
VEGF drugs) to the patients 

• Follow-up of atleast 1 year to understand the temporal changes in 
these lesions. 
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